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Outlaws to the lawless lands, and across the free world, they play by their own rules. Hunting them
down is a dangerous and risky business, as they enjoy a strong resistance to local authorities and law

enforcement officials. Despite their secrecy, it is said that there are still some lawless lands, which
remain untouched by the authorities and are free of restrictions and ethics. Today the lands are called
the "Wilderness". This DLC is intended for players who enjoy the game and want to continue to show

their support for the developer and get some cool extras in the game. OVERVIEW - 2 Civil Defense
Skins (M/F) - 2 Hermit Skins (M/F) - 2 Rover Skins (M/F) - 2 Scout Skins (M/F) - 1 Hordeling Skin - 1

Skeleton Skin - 5 Gold Lords added to your Strongbox for a free default skin change at an outfitter's
shop - Outfit armor, weapons, and accessories for each of the listed skin sets - The outfits are all based
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on clothing and accessories used by men and women of the Civil Defense organization. - All visuals and
animations are geared towards the Civil Defense uniform in order to avoid spoiling surprises and

"overlays". For that reason, all weapons are designed with their default animations, but they will be
available for players who would like to use customized weapons. - Several skin sets are purely

cosmetic for players who wish to have more control on their character appearance. - All Outfits are
compatible with the default costumes and the costumes based on your unique appearance. - All Outfits

can be used without restricting any function or attribute except the pants and shoes. - Materials are
compatible with all outfitting slots - All Outfits can be equipped to the head, torso, arms, legs and feet -

All Outfits can be equipped to one head item. - All Outfits can be equipped to one weapon and one
item. *The outfit files are compatible with the default colors of base, maiden, folk and ambassador

clothing. *The uniforms also features a set of High Definition outfit options compatible with 1.35(G) and
1.34(P) formats. INTELLIGENCE - The outfits are based on standard uniforms usually adopted by the

Civil Defense organization. - The outfit has been designed to avoid functional and functional holes and
restrictions, to avoid any incompatibility with regular outfit.

The Shattering Soundtrack Features Key:
Build, launch and land on your way to space and back!

Includes a "Beam me up, Scotty" cheat mode!
2 Game Modes - Free Play and Storyline

Full 3D graphics and animations
Full Time Control
Local Multiplayer

Play and Listen - Prizes!

Play and Listen - Prizes! 

Cube Outs - 5c
Final Space - The Ride - Keypads - 10 keys
Final Space - The Rescue - Pre-Prints - 13.5"x13.5" & 16"x16" t-shirt

Play and Listen - Lost Prizes

Find the 5 most popular related products for your FSP by clicking on the
brands below!
Redeem for the Crate below (if you click the Become a Supporter too!)
For the first 100.000 in-app purchases in the game you will get the Bio
Rockets Crate for a special - 100% bonus
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Free expedited shipping on all orders
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